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Materials in TSA’s Own Files Discredit Its Behavior Detection Program
Introduction
Documents obtained by the ACLU through a Freedom of Information Act lawsuit concerning the TSA’s
behavior detection program reinforce that the program utilizes unscientific techniques and creates an
unacceptable risk of racial and religious profiling. Independent experts and government auditors have
long criticized the behavior detection program as flawed and wasteful—the program cost at least $1.5
billion through 2015. The TSA’s own documents and materials in its files now vindicate those criticisms.
The documents show the evolution of the behavior detection program and make clear the extent to
which it is a program of surveillance of unsuspecting travelers based on unreliable indicators. “Behavior
detection officers,” some of them dressed in plain clothes, scrutinize travelers at airports for over 90
behaviors that the TSA associates with stress, fear, or deception, looking for what the TSA calls signs of
“mal-intent.” The reliability of these so-called indicators is not supported by the scientific studies in the
TSA files. The behavior detection officers may then engage travelers in “casual conversation” that is
actually an effort to probe the basis for any purported signs of deception. When the officers think they
perceive those behaviors, they follow the travelers, subject them to additional screening, and at times
bring in law enforcement officers who can investigate them further.
The TSA has repeatedly claimed that the behavior detection program is grounded in valid science, but
the records that the ACLU obtained show that the TSA has in its possession a significant body of
research that contradicts those claims. The records include numerous academic studies and articles that
directly undermine the premise of the program: the notion that TSA officers can identify threats to
aviation security with some reliability based on specific behaviors in an airport setting. In fact, the
scientific literature in the TSA’s own files reinforces that deception detection is inherently unreliable,
and that many of the behaviors the TSA is apparently relying on are actually useless in detecting
deception. The documents further show that the TSA either overstated the scientific validity of behavior
detection techniques in communications with members of Congress and government auditors, or did
not disclose information that discredited the program’s scientific validity.
The documents also include materials that range from culturally insensitive to racially and religiously
biased and sexist. We do not know whether and to what extent the TSA relied on some of these
materials in implementing its behavior detection program, but the materials do not provide credible
support for its validity.
Finally, previously undisclosed internal investigative materials shed more light on, and substantiate
already public allegations of, racial and religious profiling by behavior detection officers at specific
airports—Newark, Miami, Chicago, and Honolulu.
The TSA should—indeed, must—screen passengers for weapons or other items that could threaten
aviation security, but documents in its own files make clear that its behavior detection program does not
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further that mission. Congress should discontinue funding the TSA’s behavior detection program, and
the TSA should implement a rigorous anti-discrimination training program for its workforce.

Background
The TSA began implementing its behavior detection program, which was originally called Screening
Passengers by Observation Techniques, or “SPOT,” in 2007. The program’s annual budget is roughly
$250 million, and the cost of the program to taxpayers from 2007 to 2015 was at least $1.5 billion.1
The ACLU has long been critical of the program.2 Numerous knowledgeable observers—government
auditors, members of Congress from both parties, independent experts—have expressed serious
concerns that the program lacks a grounding in science.3 The TSA has produced no evidence that
deception or "mal-intent" can reliably be detected through observation, especially through fleeting
encounters in an unstructured setting like an airport screening area. This evidence is necessary in light of
the substantial scientific evidence that human perception of others’ behavior is inherently subjective
and can be skewed by explicit and implicit bias.
It is perhaps unsurprising that the behavior detection program has given rise to persistent allegations of
racial and religious profiling.4 Such biased profiling allegations have come not only from travelers, but
also from behavior detection officers themselves.5 One former officer said the TSA’s behavior detection
program is a “license to harass,” and another labeled it “a racial profiling program.”6
The TSA’s list of behavioral indicators—long held secret but leaked to the press in March 2015—deepens
our concerns about the program and calls into question whether it could ever be implemented neutrally
and objectively.7 The list includes conduct as commonplace as being late for a flight, yawning, whistling,
or rubbing one’s hands together. Other “indicators” are unavoidably subjective: appearing confused,
“wearing improper attire,” “appearing not to understand questions,” or displaying “exaggerated
emotions.”
In some cases, the TSA indicators place travelers in the difficult position of seeming deceptive to the TSA
no matter what they do—whether they “give[] non-answers” to questions or they are “overly specific
with answers”; whether they are “gazing down” or “constantly looking at other travelers or associates”;
whether they have “no or little direct eye contact” or they have “widely open staring eyes.” A news
release about a report by the New York University Center for Human Rights and Global Justice that is
included in the TSA’s files makes this very point, calling behavioral indicators “contradictory and
inconsistent.” As a result, the release notes, “[t]he lack of real guidance leaves officers to rely on their
own assumptions and stereotypes on whom to treat as suspect.”8

FOIA Lawsuit
Despite near-universal criticism of the behavior detection program and persistent allegations of
unlawful profiling, the TSA has continued to maintain that the program is effective and based on valid
science and techniques. The ACLU filed a Freedom of Information Act request in October 2014 for
records related to the program, including:
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Any scientific data or research that would support the use of behavior detection;
Policies and guidance governing the program;
The extent to which the program disproportionately impacts minorities.9

When the TSA failed to respond to the FOIA request, the ACLU and the New York Civil Liberties Union
filed a lawsuit in March 2015 demanding that the TSA produce the records.10 The TSA began doing so in
June 2015 and ultimately produced over 13,000 pages of documents.

Key Findings
The documents that the TSA produced as a result of the ACLU’s FOIA lawsuit reveal numerous aspects of
the behavior detection program that were not previously public. This paper describes the new
information produced to the ACLU, and reviews that material in the context of publicly available
information about the TSA’s behavior detection program. It describes key findings and makes
recommendations based on these findings.

1. The TSA expanded the scope of the behavior detection program and its use of
surveillance techniques.
The TSA’s documents offer perspective on the evolution of the behavior detection program, and they
suggest that the program has become more expansive, covert, and intrusive over time. For instance, in
2009, the TSA expanded the program beyond security checkpoints at airports, so that behavior
detection officers were “spread throughout the entire airport as well as across the entire multi-modal
transportation sector.”11 Similarly, since at least 2009, the TSA has deployed behavior detection officers
in plain clothes to conduct surveillance covertly in coordination with uniformed officers who perform
any resulting screening.12 It is unclear how often the more than 3,000 behavior detection officers the
TSA deploys today conduct “plain clothes operations,” and the materials that the TSA produced only hint
at the procedures that govern them.13 But it is clear that roving teams of behavior detection officers—
some of them undercover—surveil and track passengers throughout airports, even after the passengers
have cleared security.14
Behavior detection officers’ use of “casual conversation” with travelers they deem suspicious also raises
questions about the methods and consequences of the behavior detection program. In training
materials, the TSA defines “casual conversation” as “a SPOT-specific technique using a voluntary,
informal interview conducted by a BDO [Behavior Detection Officer] to attempt to resolve observed
anomalous behavior.”15 But these “casual conversations” are anything but casual. Behavior detection
officers undergo training on the technique, which is intended to help the officers build “rapport” with
the travelers they are questioning, gain the travelers’ cooperation, and elicit information from them.16
While doing so, the officers are trained to scrutinize the travelers closely for signs of deception.17 These
interactions are therefore less like “conversation” than stealth interrogation:18
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The TSA’s use of this technique is troubling for several reasons. First, in searching for deception in the
traveling public, the TSA is being deceptive itself. Behavior detection officers are attempting to mislead
passengers into thinking they are having a casual conversation, when in fact they are suspected of
having some sort of “mal-intent.” Most travelers are unlikely to know that the officers are probing for
personal information.
It is difficult to see how such “conversations” are always voluntary. A 2009 internal analysis of the SPOT
program by the Department of Homeland Security’s Office of Civil Rights and Civil Liberties states that
this kind of questioning is permissible because it is “entirely optional,” and “travelers may decline to
engage in conversation with the BDOs.” But the same analysis notes that TSA policy prohibits travelers
from leaving once they have entered a security screening checkpoint. That reinforces our concern that
travelers will assume that they may not simply ignore the officers, or that they would risk additional
screening for doing so.19
That risk is not merely speculative. The leaked list of the TSA’s “indicators” shows how avoiding or
minimizing conta ct with behavior detection officers can be construed as an indicator itself.20 According
to the list, “gives non-answers,” “lacking details about purpose of trip,” and “downplaying of significant
facts when answering questions” are all “signs of deception.” Indeed, TSA records related to passenger
complaints show that behavior detection officers have cited those very indicators in explaining why they
referred passengers who refused to engage them for additional screening.21 In one example in
Minneapolis, a traveler made clear that he did not want to talk to the officer, but the officer persisted in
attempting to make conversation and then referred the traveler for additional screening because the
traveler “appeared to be deliberately evading my questions.”22
The TSA’s Multicultural Branch did the right thing by evaluating such complaints and working to address
the passengers’ concerns.23 But the manager of the Multicultural Branch also acknowledged in a 2014
memorandum that referring travelers for additional screening based on their refusal to engage in
conversation has been a recurrent issue and raises constitutional concerns; as the manager wrote,
“Travelers have a constitutional right to not speak with a BDO.”24
The TSA’s mission is both important and difficult, and it stands to reason that the TSA urges its
employees to be vigilant. The behavior detection program, however, goes beyond vigilance and uses
surveillance to impose consequences on travelers. The most obvious such consequence is questioning
and additional security screening, but the TSA’s documents also suggest that the TSA communicates
directly with air carriers about some passengers after screening them, and that the carriers have then
barred some of the passengers from boarding their flights:25
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The documents that the TSA produced include little else on such boarding denials. To the extent that the
TSA is prompting air carriers to bar certain passengers from boarding their flights based on behavior
detection techniques, that would raise constitutional issues, because—as explained further below—by
using those techniques, the TSA may be restricting people’s liberty on spurious grounds or relying on
race or religion in doing so.

2. Academic research and other documents in the TSA’s own files reinforce that behavior
detection is unscientific and unreliable.
The TSA has maintained its behavior detection program despite widespread criticism of the program
from experts and outside observers.26 But academic studies and other materials in the TSA’s own files
underscore that it is neither scientifically valid nor workable in practice. It does not appear that the TSA
has incorporated these critical perspectives in its behavior detection program—or in its public
statements about the program.
Academic literature. Documents in the TSA’s files include numerous academic or scientific studies
related to behavioral signs of deception or the detection of deception by humans. That literature does
not support the use of behavior detection in transportation screening. Indeed, much of it directly
undercuts the premise of the TSA’s behavior detection program: that people can detect deception or
“mal-intent” in others with some reliability. The studies in the TSA’s files, in fact, broadly reject that
premise:27

The general inability to detect deception in others has remained remarkably durable across studies and
variables, as the materials in TSA’s files attest. For instance, the files include a meta-analysis of
deception-detection studies by psychologists Charles Bond and Bella DePaulo that was published in
Personality and Social Psychology Review in 2006. The authors concluded that “[d]espite decades of
research effort to maximize the accuracy of deception judgments, detection rates rarely budge.
Professionals’ judgments, interactants’ judgments, judgments of high-stakes lies, judgments of
unsanctioned lies, judgments made by long-term acquaintances—all reveal detection rates within a few
points of 50%,” or the rough equivalent of flipping a coin.28
Other research in the TSA’s files underscores this finding:
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Contributors to a 2004 edited volume titled The Detection of Deception in Forensic Contexts
concluded that “people in general are not skilled in distinguishing between truthful and
deceptive behaviour.”29
Study findings published in 2007 in Law and Human Behavior showed that overall lie detection
rates “were low and did not differ from the level of chance.” The authors wrote that “[t]his
study, like so many previous studies . . . shows the difficulty police officers face when discerning
truths from lies by observing the suspect’s verbal and nonverbal behaviours.”30
A meta-analysis published in 2011 in Psychological Bulletin found that “one of the major
findings” of social psychological research on deception detection is that “people are poor at
detecting lies.”31

Thus, instead of validating the TSA’s behavior detection program, the academic research in the TSA’s
files reinforces the already-public conclusions of government auditors and independent experts that the
program lacks scientific support:






In a 2010 report, the Government Accountability Office (GAO) found that the “TSA deployed
SPOT nationwide without first validating the scientific basis for identifying suspicious passengers
in an airport environment.”32
A 2014 follow-up report by the GAO stated that “[p]eer-reviewed, published research does not
support whether the use of nonverbal behavioral indicators by human observers can accurately
identify deception.”33
The latter GAO report cited a 2008 study performed for the Department of Defense by the
JASON Program Office, an independent scientific advisory group, that found that “no compelling
evidence exists to support remote observation of physiological signals that may indicate fear or
nervousness in an operational scenario by human observers, and no scientific evidence exists to
support the use of these signals in detecting or inferring future behavior or intent.”34

One of the principal concerns these independent reviewers have raised about the TSA’s behavior
detection program is that perception of the indicators is inherently subjective. For instance, the GAO
emphasized in its 2014 report that “subjective interpretation of behavioral indicators and variation in
referral rates” between airports and individual behavior detection officers “raise[] questions about the
use of behavioral indicators to identify potential threats to aviation.”35 Documents in the TSA files
related to internal investigations of alleged misconduct by behavior detection officers appear to bear
out such concerns. Those files recount numerous instances in which officers “were assigning behaviors
where no such behavior existed or it was inflated by the reporting BDO”—a troubling sign of the
subjectivity of the indicators and the discretion behavior detection officers wield in “observing” them.36
Even where academic articles in the TSA’s files posit certain behavioral cues to deception, the cues are
often so vague and subjective as to be inappropriate for use in a transportation security setting. A
passage in a 2004 academic article on deception detection in the journal Group Decision and
Negotiation, highlighted by TSA personnel, provides an example:37
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These “indicators” are not only subjective but also potentially counterproductive if used as a basis for
training law enforcement or government officers. Numerous studies in the TSA’s files found that people
who are trained to look for these sorts of behaviors are worse at lie detection than people who are not
trained at all.38 In one report in the TSA’s files, psychologists conducting research on potential behavioral
and verbal cues to deception found in 2004 that police officers who think indicators such as gaze
aversion and fidgeting are signs of deception “are the worst lie detectors.”39 Although some researchers
theorize that professionals could be trained to detect lies in “high-stakes” situations, they concede that
it is “premature” to say that observers can be trained to detect lies with any reliability, or that any
success in detecting deception in research settings can be generalized to “the real world.”40
Furthermore, studies included in the TSA’s files found that those with greater motivation to detect lies
or deception were less accurate but more confident in their assessments. One researcher writing in
Legal and Criminological Psychology in 2010 called this “a dangerous combination resembling ‘tunnel
vision.’”41 Aldert Vrij, a leading scholar of deception detection, wrote in his 2008 book Detecting Lies and
Deceit that “high confidence in one’s ability to catch liars can be harmful when the confidence is
unjustified,” in part because “high confidence often results in making quick decisions on the basis of
limited information”—precisely what the TSA is attempting to do through its behavior detection
program.42
The studies in the TSA’s files include ample evidence showing why people who rely on these indicators
do poorly in detecting deception: the indicators are not reliably associated with deception. One such
study, by psychologists Maria Hartwig and Charles Bond, explained that “contrary to previous
assumptions, people rarely rely on the wrong cues. Instead, limitations in lie detection accuracy are
mainly attributable to weaknesses in behavioral cues to deception.”43
In fact, academic findings from articles in the TSA’s files directly undermine the validity of many of the
indicators the TSA uses in its behavior detection program:44


Gaze aversion and nervous gestures. Professor Vrij wrote in Detecting Lies and Deceit that
“[b]oth laypersons and professional lie catchers overwhelmingly expect liars to react nervously,
with ‘liars look away’ and ‘liars make grooming gestures’ amongst the most popular beliefs. Such
cues are not reliable cues to deception.”45 In another article, Professor Vrij and Dr. Samantha
Mann observed that “a striking finding of the literature is that liars do not seem to show clear
patterns of nervous behaviors such as gaze aversion and fidgeting.”46 Nonetheless, according to
the TSA’s indicators, “[g]azing down,” “excessive fidgeting, clock watching, head-turning,
shuffling feet, leg shaking,” “[n]o or little direct eye contact,” and “[e]xaggerated, repetitive
grooming gestures” are among the signs of deception, stress, or fear that behavior detection
officers look for in travelers.47
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Facial behaviors. In their meta-analysis published in Personality and Social Psychology Review,
Bond and DePaulo found that “facial behaviors provide no indication of a speaker’s veracity.”48
The TSA’s indicators of deception, however, include “Exaggerated yawning,” “Face becomes
flushed,” and “Whistling during the screening process.”49
Eye blink rate. Vrij and Mann found that study subjects “made fewer [eye] blinks when they
lied,” but “Fast eye blink rate” is among the TSA’s indicators of deception.50
Placement of hands over the mouth. Professor Vrij identified the belief “that liars place their
hands over the mouth” as another “frequently mentioned,” yet erroneous, indicator of
deception.51 But according to the TSA’s leaked indicators, “Covers mouth with hand while
speaking” is another “sign of deception.”
Vagueness or evasiveness. The notion that liars or guilty people tend to use vague or evasive
terms, often voice complaints, or offer “qualified and well-rehearsed responses” are among
commonly held beliefs for which the contributors to The Detection of Deception in Forensic
Contexts found “there is simply no empirical support.”52 But again, the TSA’s indicators of
deception include “Evasive or vague responses,” “Excessive complaints about the screening
process,” and “Well-rehearsed answers that may not respond to questions.”
Vocal stress. Researchers conducting a review of academic literature on stress patterns in the
voice concluded that there are “few consistent findings as to the vocal effects of stress,” and
that “tremor modulation of the voice is not a reliable measure of lie, guilt, or stress.”53 The TSA’s
indicators of deception, however, include “Trembling of voice.”

Scientific papers in the TSA’s possession undermine the validity of behavior detection programs for
additional reasons. For example, Professor Vrij emphasized that “nonverbal behavior is culturally
mediated.”54 He cited various studies showing that “in interactions between non-Caucasian [speakers]
and Caucasian observers . . . nonverbal behavior patterns that are typical for an ethnic group are easily
interpreted by Caucasian observers as signs of deception.”55
Similarly, the academic materials in the TSA’s files explain how outward appearances play a significant,
but invalid, role in assessments of deception. Professor Vrij cited research showing that perceptions of
deception, including among lie-detection “professionals” such as police officers, are driven by superficial
factors such as how well-dressed or attractive a person is—characteristics that “are not valid cues to
deception.”56
Another problem arises in connection with a person’s motivation to be believed. In their 2006 metaanalysis, Bond and DePaulo wrote that “the accumulated evidence suggests that people who are
motivated to be believed look deceptive whether or not they are lying.”57 That finding is significant,
given that many travelers will likely be particularly motivated to be believed when accosted by behavior
detection officers or redirected for secondary screening.
Other documents in the TSA’s files underscore that physiological signs such as blushing, sweating, or
trembling have numerous potential causes, including medical conditions. For instance, a National
Institutes of Health article on common forms of tremor explained that determining the cause of tremor
“can be very challenging” for clinicians. That is likely even more true for TSA officers with no clinical
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expertise.58 The fact that the TSA associates those signs with stress, fear, or deception increases the
likelihood that officers will more intensively scrutinize travelers with medical conditions.
Finally, the studies in the TSA’s own files reinforce that any limited success in detecting signs of
deception in a laboratory or academic setting cannot be replicated in an unstructured airport context.
Even assuming that any behavioral cues to deception exist, Professor Vrij explained that they likely are
influenced by personality, culture, and situational factors.59 For this additional reason, it appears highly
unlikely that behavior detection officers could reliably assess deception or “mal-intent” through brief
encounters with total strangers in a context as fluid and harried as an airport terminal.
The TSA’s documents do include a study that the TSA commissioned in 2011 in an effort to validate its
use of behavior detection techniques.60 The entity that conducted the study — the American Institutes
of Research—found evidence to support the validity of some of the TSA’s behavioral indicators.61
However, the Government Accountability Office conducted an exhaustive review of the study and
concluded in a 2014 report that the study was based on a flawed methodology and unreliable data.62
The GAO determined that “because the study used unreliable data, its conclusions regarding the use of
the SPOT behavioral indicators for passenger screening are questionable and do not support the
conclusion that they can or cannot be used to identify threats to aviation security.”
In sum, documents produced as a result of the ACLU’s FOIA lawsuit suggest that the TSA has persisted in
maintaining a behavior detection program that the research and academic studies in its own files
directly and conclusively undermine.
Press articles. In response to the ACLU’s FOIA lawsuit, the TSA also produced scores of news articles
related to suicide bombings that occurred mostly in Israel, but also in conflict zones in Iraq or
Afghanistan. The articles do not constitute the kind of “scientific analyses, published or unpublished
studies, literature, research, or operational best practices” that the ACLU requested regarding “whether
behavior detection techniques can reliably be used to identify persons who may pose a risk to aviation
security.”63 Rather, much of the reporting in the articles is unsubstantiated or reflects the views of
individuals with questionable expertise in identifying suicide bombers. It is unclear why the TSA believes
these press articles are responsive to the ACLU’s FOIA request regarding behavior detection programs,
but it is notable nonetheless.
We also do not know why the TSA keeps these press articles. To the extent the TSA does so in the belief
that they show that individuals who have carried out suicide attacks tend to display certain signs
beforehand, the accounts in the articles are at best anecdotal, and nothing in the TSA’s documents
suggests that “indicators” derived from these scenarios can reliably be used for the purpose of screening
travelers at U.S. airports. Indeed, an article written by police officers and produced by the TSA makes a
similar point: “lessons learned in foreign countries do not necessarily apply in the United States without
extensive modification. The political, legal, and cultural environments in Israel . . . are far different from
those of the United States. What works in Israel . . . often will not here.”64
The press articles also relate only to suicide bombings carried out in the Middle East or Afghanistan.
They do not include any articles related to other threats, sources, or regions, including the United
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States. Again, we cannot be certain why the TSA possesses these articles or how it uses them, but this
overwhelming focus reinforces the sense that the primary targets of the TSA’s behavior detection
programs are Muslims and individuals of Arab, Middle Eastern, or South Asian heritage.65
Even so, the press accounts in the TSA’s files are often inconsistent. They suggest that some suicide
bombers wore “unreasonable garb,” while others had a “well-coiffed” appearance; some were sweating
profusely, while others were “perfumed”; some exhibited anxiety or stress, while others displayed
“unusually calm and detached behavior.”66 Those inconsistencies mirror the contradictions in the TSA’s
list of indicators, as discussed above. They also reinforce a conclusion on which terrorism researchers
and experts broadly agree: no valid terrorist “profile” exists, nor are there reliable, observable
“indicators” that can be used to identify people who might engage in terrorist or other violence.67
In short, the press articles in the TSA’s production do not advance its case for using behavior detection
techniques in airport screening.
Other materials. The TSA’s records also include presentations or reports on suicide bombings or
terrorism-related issues that are of questionable relevance and credibility. The authors of these
documents make generalized statements about suicide bombers and recycle, often verbatim, the
“indicators” or behaviors supposedly associated with suicide bombers without referring to or utilizing
any data, and without identifying credible sources. The focus is almost entirely on one threat scenario
and primarily on Muslims—heightening our concerns about whether the TSA has adopted that focus.
Even these documents acknowledge that no valid profile exists for terrorists or suicide bombers.68
Despite—or perhaps because of—this lack of a profile, the “indicators” of potential terrorist violence
that these materials posit are so subjective and vague as to be useless:69

A presentation prepared by the New York Fire Department on explosive devices includes similarly
subjective or ambiguous behavior:70
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Other materials suggest “signs” of a suicide bomber that are hopelessly common (sweating, fidgeting) or
tinged with racial or ethnic bias (disguise “to look more European”).71 In the same vein, a Department of
Homeland Security/FBI bulletin combines the subjective and unremarkable—“Eyes appear to be focused
and vigilant”; “Suspect is walking with deliberation but not running”—with “indicators” that are
unhelpful in an airport setting: “Suspect may be carrying heavy luggage, bag or wearing a backpack.”72
The materials also raise questions about the origin and validity of lists of purported suicide bomber
“indicators.” Various documents in the TSA’s files repeat a list of such indicators. A U.S. Marine Corps
security reference card provides an example:73

The FBI includes a similar list on its Terrorism Quick Reference Card, as do other organizations and
entities.74 Despite the repetition of that list, the documents in the TSA’s files do not indicate where the
list originated or whether it is empirically valid. Indeed, a panel of “subject matter experts” that the TSA
convened in 2013 to assess literature on “Pre-Incident Indicators of Suicide Attack” identified this very
problem as a limitation on the panel’s ability to validate the TSA’s own set of indicators:
[T]he similarity [of pre-incident indicators] across these sources should be viewed with
caution because it is difficult to determine the extent to which these lists were
independently derived. Without this information, it is not possible to gather
corroborating information about the credibility of the listed indicators as markers of
suicide attackers.75
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Thus, the panel had difficulty substantiating the indicators because it could not determine their origin—
further suggesting that the “indicators” the TSA uses in its behavior detection program lack a scientific
basis.
Ultimately, the thousands of pages of articles, studies, and other materials that the TSA produced do not
demonstrate that its behavior detection program rests on valid science. Instead, they cast serious doubt
on whether the program can be implemented reliably, effectively, and without bias.

3. The TSA repeatedly overstated the scientific validity of behavior detection in
communications with members of Congress and the Government Accountability
Office.
Various documents in the TSA’s production show that statements the TSA or its employees made to
members of Congress and others exercising oversight roles regarding the behavior detection program
are at odds with documents in the TSA’s own files.


In a congressionally mandated Fiscal Year 2010 report to Congress on the SPOT program, the
TSA stated that “[l]aw enforcement, security agencies, and academia have acknowledged for
decades that all individuals, no matter their race, gender, age, or religion, may exhibit particular
behaviors when in situations of stress, fear and/or deception.”76 That statement suggests that
such behaviors are universal and that some sort of consensus exists regarding the extent to
which they reflect deception.
As explained above, however, the empirical research and academic literature that the TSA
produced in response to the ACLU’s FOIA request directly contradict both of those claims. That
raises two possibilities: If the TSA had those materials in its files at the time of the 2010 report
to Congress, its statement was deeply misleading. If the TSA did not yet possess those materials,
it lacked a basis for making the statement.



The 2010 report to Congress went on to state that “[e]ach of the behaviors the TSA Behavior
Detection Officers are trained to observe is garnered from both the scientific and law
enforcement community.”77 Again, either the TSA lacked a basis for that statement or it ignored
the near-consensus conclusion set forth in the research in its files that behavioral cues to
deception are weak or nonexistent, along with the findings outlined above directly undermining
specific indicators that the TSA associates with deception or “mal-intent.”



The same report to Congress stated that the TSA’s behavior detection program “[h]elps
minimize or prevent screener subject-based assessments of risk that could be based on flawed
assumptions or racial/ethnic bias, by utilizing objective criteria that ensure uniform and
unbiased results and that must be documented” (emphasis in original).78 That claim was
remarkable in two respects: first, it acknowledged that subjective criteria could easily serve as
the basis for unlawful profiling, and second, it ignored that many of the TSA’s indicators are
inherently subjective.79
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The TSA’s documents show that Representative Paul Broun, then Chairman of the House
Subcommittee on Investigations and Oversight, requested testimony in March 2011 from the
TSA regarding the efforts, processes, and methodologies used to develop and validate the
indicators used in the program.80 The TSA’s response was that “the program was established on
widely accepted principles supported by leading experts in the field of behavioral science and
law enforcement.”81 That statement did not acknowledge the significant body of scientific
research that is at odds with the unstructured use of behavior detection in security screening,
and the evidence undermining the validity of specific indicators, as detailed above.



In other responses to Representatives Bennie Thompson, Cedric Richmond, Elijah Cummings,
and John Conyers regarding the deficiencies that the Government Accountability Office
described in its November 2013 report, TSA Administrator John Pistole stated, “There is a
significant body of research that was not referenced in the GAO report that provides a basis for
the use of behavior detection protocols.”82 But the documents that the TSA produced to the
ACLU do not indicate that such a body of research exists in the TSA’s files.



In an April 2010 letter to Stephen Lord, the Director of Homeland Security and Justice Issues at
the GAO, Jerry Levine of the DHS GAO Liaison Office stated that the “TSA carefully developed
SPOT by using selective behaviors recognized within both the scientific and law enforcement
communities as displaying stress, fear, and deception. . . . Decades of scientific research have
shown the behaviors to be universal in their manifestation.”83 Yet again, that statement is
directly at odds with the academic and research material that the TSA has now produced
regarding the validity of such behavioral indicators as a tool for detecting deception.

We do not know whether the TSA misinterpreted or misrepresented the material in its own files, but
these statements to lawmakers and officials charged with oversight of the TSA’s programs are troubling,
and they further undermine the legitimacy of the TSA’s behavior detection program.

4. Materials in the TSA’s files raise further questions about anti-Muslim bias and the
origins and focus of the TSA’s behavior detection program.
Various documents and materials in the TSA’s files reflect a disproportionate focus on, and in some
cases overt bias against, Arabs, Muslims, and those of Middle Eastern or South Asian descent. It is
unclear whether and to what extent these materials influenced the design or implementation of the
TSA’s behavior detection program. However, documents the TSA produced show that until late 2012,
training materials for behavior detection officers focused exclusively on examples of Arab or Muslim
terrorists. In an October 2012 memorandum to the Secretary of Homeland Security, TSA Administrator
Pistole wrote as follows regarding revelations of racial profiling at Boston Logan International Airport:84
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The fact that the TSA had failed to address this clear racial and religious bias in its behavior detection
training materials until late 2012 is problematic, and it raises questions about whether the TSA has
implemented effective safeguards against impermissible profiling of travelers who are Arab, Muslim, or
of Middle Eastern or South Asian heritage.
Also noteworthy is a TSA-authored presentation titled “Femme Fatale: Female Suicide Bombers” that
appears to have been drafted in 2006 and that reflects demeaning stereotypes about Muslims and
women.85 The presentation poses the question “Why Females?” and states:

The presentation also includes a cartoon of a mother and daughter wearing hijab and arguing over
“suicide bomber martyr Barbie,” alongside an image of the doll (on a slide that, like all the others,
includes the seal of the Department of Homeland Security):

The presentation analyzes the possible motivations of female suicide bombers in ways that emphasize
their physical appearances, relationships with men, and sexual histories. For instance, in describing
Thenmuli Rajaratnam, a Tamil woman who carried out a suicide bombing in India, it states:
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The presentation describes Palestinian suicide bomber Wafa Idris in terms of her attractiveness, and
singles her out as divorced, childless, and therefore an outcast:

It describes Belgian national Muriel Degauque as having unclear motives, but highlights the religious
beliefs she and her husband held:

Again, it is unclear whether or how the “Femme Fatale” presentation influenced the behavior detection
program or the specific behavioral indicators that the TSA adopted. But the fact that TSA employees
drafted and presumably disseminated the presentation is noteworthy of itself and gives cause for
concern about potential bias in the TSA’s screening activities.
Documents produced by the TSA also shed light on its inclusion of “face pale from recent shaving of
beard” as a behavioral indicator of “mal-intent,” as revealed in its list of indicators.86 Many of the
documents in the TSA’s production include that same “indicator” or a variation of it.87 Other documents
provide context that it almost certainly began as a reference to Muslim men. For instance, a “Training
Key” published in 2005 by the International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP) states:88

A Force Science News article on shoot-to-kill guidelines issued by the IACP is in the same vein:89

It appears that the explicit references to Muslims were simply dropped as this “indicator” was included
repeatedly in U.S. government-compiled lists of indicators. Its inclusion among the TSA’s own behavioral
indicators undercuts the TSA’s assurances to Congress and the public that its indicators have nothing to
do with race or religious affiliation.90
Numerous other documents that originated outside the TSA include material that is inflammatory,
culturally insensitive, and single-mindedly focused on Muslims. Again, it is unclear whether, and if so
how, the TSA used these materials; the fact that it possesses them begs these questions. One
problematic example is a presentation drafted sometime after 2005 by the Long Beach Police
Department that includes a ten-part “Profile Pre-Test” with questions like these:91
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As an initial matter, this “test” is factually incorrect—for example, Robert Kennedy’s assassin was not
Muslim. More critically, the test is absurdly selective: it ignores the fact that overwhelmingly, those who
have committed terrorist attacks in the United States and Europe are non-Muslims.92 By (inaccurately)
identifying only attacks purportedly carried out by “male Muslim extremists,” the presentation wrongly
implies that only male Muslims carry out terrorist attacks. The test concludes with the following
question: “As a result of our perceptions, What assumptions can me [sic] make based upon the history
[of] previously illustrated items on potential Suicide Attackers?”—a thinly veiled call to profile Muslim
men. The presentation also includes a slide on “The Militant Version Of The Koran” and states that
“[i]ndoctrination . . . is reinforced through the daily prayer in the mosques and on TV and in radio
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broadcasts.”93 The call to prayer is routine in majority-Muslim countries, and this assertion is absurd in
its generality and aspersion.
Other documents originated with entities that lack expertise in either terrorism or transportation
security, but nonetheless purport to identify “indicators” that tend to portray Islam or Arabs as security
threats. For example, a primer published by the Manhattan Institute for Policy Research titled “Be
Prepared for Terrorism” states that “a suicide bomber in the US would likely be an Islamic
fundamentalist, either from al-Qaeda or a Palestinian extremist group (Hamas, Hizbolah, etc.).”94
Similarly, an appendix to an unsourced U.S. military manual assumes that attackers will be Arab or
Muslim, and construes praying and religious activity as threatening:95

Still other documents reveal a deep-seated tendency by their authors to associate Muslims with
terrorism. A portion of a bulletin from the New Hampshire Police Standards and Training Council titled
“Turbans Do Not a Terrorist Make” cautions, “Not all Muslims wear turbans, and not all people who
wear turbans are Muslim.” It continues, “None of the 9/11 hijackers wore a turban. Turbans are a poor
predictor of a person’s terrorist inclinations.” While factually correct, these statements disturbingly
conflate Muslims with terrorists. According to the bulletin, turbans are a poor predictor of terrorism not
because profiling Muslims is biased and a bad way to combat terrorism but because people wearing
turbans might be Sikhs instead: “Sikhs have no connection to known terrorist groups, and their religion
believes in equality for all people.” The bulletin is silent on the tenets of Islam.96
The TSA’s files also include opinion pieces, discussion threads, and at least one academic article
advocating the profiling of young Arab males.97
As noted above, it remains unclear whether and how materials in the TSA’s files that display anti-Muslim
bias or focus disproportionately on Muslims factored into the TSA’s behavior detection program.
However, their existence in the TSA’s records is noteworthy not only because the materials do not
provide empirical or scientific support for the TSA’s behavior detection methods, but also because of the
questions the materials raise about potential anti-Muslim bias in the TSA’s programs.
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5. The TSA’s documents reveal details of specific instances of racial or religious profiling
that the TSA concealed from the public.
Records of investigations into unlawful profiling by behavior detection officers highlight the ease with
which behavioral indicators can be used as a pretext for harassing minorities and disfavored groups.
They also reveal TSA officials’ concern that public disclosure of the details of the profiling could threaten
the behavior detection program.
Newark. The TSA’s investigation into racial profiling at Newark Liberty International Airport is
particularly illuminating. Allegations of biased profiling at the Newark airport became public in 2011, but
documents the TSA produced in response to the ACLU’s lawsuit include previously undisclosed details of
the investigation and administrative records of the subsequent disciplinary measures against a behavior
detection manager.98 Those documents show that Patrick Boyle, the Deputy Assistant Federal Security
Director at the Newark airport, came to the following conclusions regarding the actions of that manager:

Specifically, Boyle’s investigation uncovered numerous instances of outright discriminatory profiling,
including that the manager in question had directed his subordinates to scrutinize and improperly refer
Dominicans, Mexicans, and Puerto Ricans for secondary screening; created the impression that behavior
detection officers would be evaluated and promoted based on the number of referrals they made for
secondary screening or law enforcement action; ordered behavior detection officers to “go out on the
ramp and watch the Dominican baggage handlers”; sent officers “to the gates where they were
supposed to pull Latin American and Arabic looking passengers”; and told officers to assign behaviors to
passengers falsely and to make referrals for screening on that basis.99
Two transportation security managers based at Boston’s Logan International Airport also conducted an
administrative inquiry of the profiling allegations at Newark. The managers’ findings echoed those of the
Boyle investigation, including a finding that “it is reasonable to conclude that a procedure for profiling or
identifying illegal aliens was implemented by several BDOs” in Newark. This finding appears to reflect
the fact that it is not the role of behavior detection officers to assess or investigate travelers’
immigration status. A “SPOT Standardization Team” also evaluated the work of behavior detection
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officers at the Newark airport and submitted a report stating that the team “observed and anecdotally
heard stories of BDOs who selected passengers . . . because of their race or ethnicity.”100
As with the TSA’s investigations into passenger complaints regarding behavior detection officers, the
TSA rightly investigated the allegations of profiling at Newark and took some corrective action—the
manager at the heart of the investigation was ultimately demoted. But the TSA was not transparent
about the nature and extent of the profiling at Newark. In rejecting the manager’s challenge to the
demotion, an administrative law judge described the significance of both the misconduct at the Newark
airport and the importance that TSA officials placed on preventing it from becoming public. The judge’s
order included this summary of the testimony of the Newark airport’s Deputy Federal Security Director
at the administrative hearing:101

Nor does it appear that the TSA was forthright with Congress about the discriminatory profiling. For
instance, in August 2011, Congressman Bennie Thompson requested a report from the TSA on the racial
profiling at Newark’s airport and the reason why a large percentage of arrests resulting from SPOT
screening were based on immigration status.102 In a response in October 2011, TSA Administrator Pistole
suggested that those arrests occurred because the travelers actually displayed behaviors associated with
deception:103

But Administrator Pistole’s response failed to acknowledge that investigators had concluded that
behavior detection officers at the Newark airport had racially profiled Latino and other travelers and had
used the SPOT indicators as a pretext for referring those travelers to secondary.
Miami. The TSA’s documents also detail a 2014 investigation into allegations of misconduct by a
behavior detection manager at Miami International Airport. This investigation has not previously been
made public. At least ten behavior detection officers reported that the manager had “provided false or
misleading information to other BDOs to pull certain passengers for referral, possibly targeting
passengers”—misconduct that also occurred at the Newark airport.104
Chicago. The TSA’s files also include records of an investigation in mid-2013 of alleged racial profiling at
Chicago’s O’Hare International Airport that were not previously public, and that demonstrate the limits
of the TSA’s ability to assess such allegations.105 A behavior detection officer submitted an anonymous
letter claiming that behavior detection officers in Chicago were encouraged to profile people of Middle
Eastern descent, in part by routinely directing additional attention to passengers boarding Royal
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Jordanian Airlines and Etihad Airways flights.106 The TSA found no evidence of racial profiling, but that
finding was based primarily on “data” on passengers referred to law enforcement for further
investigation—which only totaled nine individuals for the period in question.107 The TSA does not collect
information on the race or ethnicity of the much larger set of individuals who are redirected for
additional screening, so it had no way to determine conclusively whether ethnic or religious minorities
were screened disproportionately in Chicago—or at any other airport.
Honolulu. Allegations of racial profiling and other misconduct by behavior detection officers at the
Honolulu airport became public in late 2011.108 Two behavior detection officers anonymously claimed
that two other officers were known as “Mexicutioners” and were racially profiling Latino passengers and
contriving behaviors so as to engineer the arrest of those passengers.109 The TSA investigated the
allegations and found insufficient evidence that the two behavior detection officers had engaged in
profiling.110 However, as with the investigation of profiling in Chicago, materials related to the Honolulu
investigation now disclosed to the ACLU show that the TSA lacks an effective means of assessing
whether behavior detection officers have engaged in unlawful profiling. Officials investigating the
allegations in Honolulu reviewed the limited data available on the ethnicities of passengers referred for
law enforcement action and concluded that the data did not suggest that behavior detection officers
had targeted Mexicans for arrest.111 But investigators could not evaluate data on the race, religion, or
ethnicities of passengers referred for additional screening, because the TSA does not compile or
maintain that information.
The Honolulu investigation materials also underscore the subjectivity of the indicators. One behavior
detection officer submitted a statement saying that he suspected another officer of targeting
undocumented immigrants because of the officer’s frequent referrals for additional screening, but he
didn’t report the officer to management “because the BDO program is very subjective when it comes to
how people perceive behaviors.”112 Other materials show that one behavior detection officer was
responsible for half of the 45 referrals that resulted in law enforcement intervention during a six-month
period (only ten of which led to arrests).113 Such a disproportionate referral rate by a single officer casts
doubt on whether the indicators were being interpreted and applied in a consistent and neutral way.
The TSA’s documents yield other clues regarding institutionalized acceptance of racial and religious bias
among some behavior detection officers. For instance, a behavior detection officer who submitted an
anonymous comment to an internal survey of employees stated:
I’ve seen BDO managers lie to cover up their mistakes, pass the buck when the job
became too difficult for them to handle, and make questionable decisions based on the
way someone looks i.e. cute, Asian, Black, etc. . . . What’s worse is I’ve heard a BDO
manager refer to passengers as ‘towel heads’ when speaking in a meeting with other
management AND his subordinates. When I reported it, I was told that was to be
expected of him, and not to let his comments affect my job function.114
Accounts as disturbing as this one, and the well-documented racial profiling elsewhere, heighten our
concerns that behavior detection activities cannot be conducted without raising an unacceptable risk of
unlawful profiling.115
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Recommendations
The TSA’s mission of ensuring the security of aviation and other transportation is an important and
challenging one. In carrying out that mission, the TSA should not utilize methods that are unscientific
and unreliable, and that undermine civil liberties. Because the TSA has not shown that its behavior
detection program, even if reformed, could be implemented consistently with these basic principles, the
program should be discontinued.
To that end, these immediate steps should be taken:



The TSA Administrator should phase out the TSA’s behavior detection and analysis programs,
including any pilot initiatives that utilize behavior detection techniques.116
The TSA Administrator should implement a rigorous anti-discrimination training program for all
TSA employees that emphasizes the impermissibility of racial and religious profiling, the dangers
of implicit bias, and the importance of remedial measures to guard against unlawful profiling.

Congress and other agencies must exercise meaningful oversight:






Congressional committees with oversight responsibility for the TSA and homeland security
matters should hold hearings following up on earlier inquiries into the validity and efficacy of
the TSA’s behavior detection program. A significant focus of these hearings should be on
assessing the risk of unlawful profiling inherent in the use of behavior detection techniques.
The Department of Homeland Security’s Office of the Inspector General should undertake a
comprehensive review of the TSA’s behavior detection program that examines the purported
scientific basis for the program, representations regarding its validity, and the extent to which it
has already resulted in unlawful racial or religious profiling.
The Government Accountability Office should renew its investigation of the TSA’s behavior
detection program and its earlier conclusion that the “TSA should limit future funding for
behavior detection activities.”117
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